meyrin-geneva, 5 july 1962 - the 11th international conference on high energy physics (the physics of elementary particles) began at cern. among some 450 participants from 39 countries are ten nobel prize winners and a record group of 47 soviet physicists.

in his introductory remarks, prof. v.f. weisskopf director general of cern said "it is reassuring to notice the large number of young physicists attending; it is a proof of the vitality of the most fundamental science".

among the participants are drs. l.w. alvarez, e.m. mcmillan, m. goldhaber, i.i. rabi, h.a. bethe, t.d. lee, j.r. oppenheimer, c.n. yang, r.e. marshak, r. hofstadter, w.k.h. panofsky.
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